Philanthropy Delaware advances philanthropy in the first state by connecting key stakeholders to drive meaningful impact for all Delawareans.

**Philanthropic Membership**

**Qualifications**
- Philanthropic Members are grantmakers, grantmaking foundations (private and corporate), business and corporate giving programs, bank trusts, donor-advised funds, individual philanthropies, Community Reinvestment Act or corporate social responsibility arms of businesses, large institutions, and government entities.

**Advantages**
- Purposeful, focused convenings that foster and encourage collaborative action
- Expertise in national philanthropic and philanthropy-adjacent practices, policies, and trends
- Philanthropic consultative services and grant-matching support
- A channel through which Philanthropic Members can actively highlight news and opportunities
- A Philanthropic Sustainer option

**Benefits**
- A robust slate of original and partner programming, including panels, interactive learning sessions, presentations by both local and national philanthropic leaders, and post-programming strategy sessions
- Strategic philanthropic resources, including major reports and the latest research from the most respected and innovative voices in the sector
- Exclusive materials from Philanthropy Delaware educational programming and events
- Unlimited access and custom-generated reports from each of the following Philanthropy Delaware proprietary tools -
  - Get on the Map, a tool delivering up-to-date grantmaking data critical to understanding the funding landscape in Delaware
  - Policy Maps, a resource for generating data using indicators from hundreds of sources including demographics, income, housing, health, and more
  - SHARE Delaware, the state’s first comprehensive database of nonprofits and their programs
  - Proprietary access to Foundation Center resources, the Foundation Maps tool, and The Chronicle of Philanthropy

**Benefits continued**
- The Philanthropy Insider e-newsletter, featuring -
  - The latest philanthropy and philanthropy-adjacent news and trends from proprietary publications and journals
  - Reporting on Delaware and Member grantmaking and news
  - Upcoming programming
  - Informative, thought-provoking blogs authored by local and national professionals, specialists, and leaders in philanthropy and philanthropy-adjacent services
- Dedicated online spaces for -
  - Grant/RFP opportunities
  - Philanthropic and nonprofit job openings
  - Member-exclusive Philanthropy reporting and local and Member updates
  - Our original and partner programming, along with other sector learning opportunities and events
- Reduced registration rates and special sponsorship advantages for Philanthropy Delaware events
- Discounts on the following partner products and services -
  - Alliance Magazine (giving/social investment)
  - Pearl and Akoya.net foundation management
  - Click Time employee tracking services
  - Community Foundation Services national listservs and training
  - CrowdCompass’ custom mobile event apps
  - Family Philanthropy Online’s Knowledge Center
  - The Foundation Review, a peer-reviewed journal
  - Foundation Legal Help Desk
  - Great American Insurance Group programs
  - GuideStar products like Premium and Pro, Charity Check, and comp reports
  - PhilanTrack grant management programs
  - ReadyTalk audio and web conferencing
  - RingCentral VOIP phone systems
  - Stanford Social Innovation Review
- Access to the United Philanthropy Forum, the largest and most diverse network in American philanthropy, which holds a unique position in the social sector to help increase philanthropy’s impact in communities across the country.
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